
CUSTOMER INFORMATION - BOTANICAL BLENDS COLLECTION

Seagrass is the grass of a tropical reed, grown in paddy-like fields. Fibers are harvested by hand, dried and 
spun into tough strands. When woven together, the result is a carpet that is full of texture, yet 
hardy and durable. 

Factors such as environmental changes, construction and pollution have caused crop conditions to diminish 
over the years, resulting in a change of overall seagrass quality. Seagrass carpet that was smoother in 
appearance may now contain more knots. Tie-offs and sprouting, are common because of its manufacturing 
process.  Due to the change in raw material, uneven thickness of seagrass ropes may result in more latex 
bleeding onto the face of the product. Seagrass is undyed and blends nature’s own colors – beige, green, 
yellow and russet – in endless variations, resulting in natural beauty with striations and hue changes between 
rolls and rugs.

Although Botanical Blends is experiencing changes, these variances are normal. Understanding and 
communicating the characteristics of this natural product will enhance the satisfaction and value to your 
customer. Inherent natural irregularities add charm. Variation in texture and color create a distinctive, 
interesting character unique to every order. Please inspect material and make note of these changes before 
installation.
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CUSTOMER INFORMATION - BOTANICAL BLENDS COLLECTION

Fibreworks Seagrass is superior to other products in the market due to its premium latex backing. Seagrass 
with premium latex is a quality driven product. The increased weight will help to maintain dimensional 
stability, which is beneficial in all bordered area rug applications and broadloom installations that require 
additional handling.

Summer Lace 631 Autumn Twist 616 Spring Twine 606

Standard Latex is light weight, with minimal dimensional 
stability and will pull apart. 

Premium Latex is high quality and holds dimensional stability.

Also please take notice of a few patterns below and how they are differentiated based on their unique 
characteristics.

Summer Lace 631 has a slightly greener hue in the weft of the product. Autumn Twist 616 tends to have a 
more rustic aesthetic due to the way the fiber is twisted. Spring Twine 606 has a smoother twist for a more 
refined appearance. Autumn Twist 616 and Spring Twine 606 colors may vary from a green to brown hues 
due to the time of harvest.


